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Summary
Objectives: The main aims of the paper comprise the characterization and examination of the potential approaches regarding interoperability. This includes openEHR, SNOMED, IHE, and Continua as combined interoperability approaches, possibilities for their incorporation into the eHealth environment, and identification of the main success factors in the field, which are necessary for achieving required interoperability, and consequently, for the successful implementation of eHealth projects in general.

Methods: The paper represents an in-depth analysis regarding the potential application of openEHR, SNOMED, IHE and Continua approaches in the development and implementation process of eHealth in Slovenia. The research method used is both exploratory and deductive in nature. The methodological framework is grounded on information retrieval with a special focus on research and charting of existing experience in the field, and sources, both electronic and written, which include interoperability concepts and related implementation issues.

Results: The paper will try to answer the following inquiries that are complementing each other:
1. Scrutiny of the potential approaches, which could alleviate the pertinent interoperability issues in the Slovenian eHealth context.
2. Analyzing the possibilities (requirements) for their inclusion in the construction process for individual eHealth solutions.
3. Identification and charting the main success factors in the interoperability field that critically influence development and implementation of eHealth projects in an efficient manner.

Conclusions: Provided insights and identified success factors could serve as a constituent of the strategic starting points for continuous integration of interoperability principles into the healthcare domain. Moreover, the general implementation of the identified success factors could facilitate better penetration of ICT into the healthcare environment and enable the eHealth-based transformation of the health system especially in the countries which are still in an early phase of eHealth planning and development and are often confronted with differing interests, requirements, and contending strategies.
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1. Background and Significance

The sustainability of the Slovenian healthcare system has been a major challenge since its inception [1–3]. The early reforms of the healthcare system have only been partly successful due to major political change and transitional social and economic circumstances [4]. Specific measures were planned to provide the means for its sustainable financing, efficient operation and long-term development. Nonetheless, the Slovenian healthcare system is still substantially underfinanced and continuously incapacitated in terms of healthcare resources [5]. The majority of parameters concerning human, physical and technological capabilities of the healthcare system still lag behind the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) average [5]. Operating efficiency, increasing costs, and low throughput of services provided represent the major challenges and limitations [4,6,7]. Considerably underexploited is the application of information-communication technology (ICT) in the healthcare environment. Despite early partial digitalization of the healthcare system, Slovenia is still far from an accurate and interoperable information system (IS) which has been of strategic importance in developed countries for improving their health systems [8] and for increasing the social welfare [9] and economic growth [10,11]. Existing ISs have been developed and used within individual healthcare organizations and are adapted to their business processes and needs. This subsequently entails a low degree of interoperability resulting in the fact that complete and timely information is not available. In 2005 Slovenia launched the national eHealth project with the vision of integrating all fragmented ISs and providing the foundation for patient-oriented care [12,13], while the high-quality data should support effective planning, supervision and performance evaluation of individual healthcare organizations and the healthcare system in general [14,15]. Ambitious eHealth strategy and goals have proven to be rather difficult to follow and attain in practice. Various obstacles have considerably hindered the development of eHealth, which caused the main gaps in the implementation schedule. Notwithstanding significant delays, the national eHealth project represents a systematic and comprehensive solution. It aims to provide benefits to all stakeholders [16,17] and assist increasingly more critical evidence-based management of the healthcare system [18,19].

In this context, interoperability issues represent obstacles and hindrances of high priority. Healthcare environments have evolved to become ever more specialized and distributed. Health ICT and especially Health Information Exchange (HIE) have enabled convergence by removing the boundaries between the activities, sources, and users of healthcare data and information [20]. This convergence, or better said, alignment can be outlined as a complex multi-level concept named interoperability. Despite the fact that interoperability has traditionally been understood as a very technical term – meaning the ability of different ICT systems to exchange data and to understand the exchanged data meaningfully – it is considered from other non-technical aspects as well. Furthermore, these aspects have become even more important, due to the complexity of healthcare environment, which makes interoperability one of the major burning issues. Successful implementation of interoperable solutions has to support the core idea regarding the accessibility of patient data at any time and place needed. Obviously, a simple solution would be to have one ICT system/source in place globally, but this is very unlikely to happen. Therefore, we need to focus on many different aspects of aligning and integrating existing highly distributed sources of patient data. The core viewpoints or building blocks of this aligned and therefore interoperable health ICT are defined in [21] as: Core technical standards and functions, Certification to support adoption and optimization of health ICT products and services, Privacy and security protections for health information, Supportive business, clinical, cultural, and regulatory environments, and Rules of engagement and governance.

One approach to achieving such alignment is the construction of Enterprise Architecture (EA). Whereas, the alignment has to take place between business level processes and ICT, containing application and data layer. It defines different viewpoints of business and ICT that need to be connected and aligned. In Europe, a set of specific viewpoints is defined as the European Interoperability Framework (EIF). It defines technical, semantic, organizational, and legal aspects of interoperability, which are supported by a political context [22]. In [23]. The EIF was applied to the domain of eHealth with the eHealth European Interoperability Framework (EEIF), by the addition of eHealth services into the EIF. The underlying fundamental assumptions of EIF are security and privacy, transparency, preser-
vation of information, reusability, technological neutrality and adaptability, and openness. Also, the EEIF adds eHealth specific patient centricity and use case approach principles.

A special aspect of interoperability in healthcare, that is by itself a far more complex problem than in other domains, is the semantic interoperability [24]. The main activities at this level are standardization of different e.g. terminologies and clinical knowledge models, that represent the common vocabulary and meaning for the ICT systems in order to understand the exchanged data. Also, when talking about interoperability between countries, natural language processing also needs to be considered for the purpose of presenting data and information in different languages. There have been many large projects in Europe that dealt with the issues of semantic interoperability. Their aim was to develop guidelines and artefacts that member states could reuse e.g. epSOS [25], SemanticHealthNet [26], EXPAND [27], PARENT [28], SALUS [29], Trillium [30], Trillium II [31], EHR4CR[32], Antilope [33], TRANSFoRm [34], and eStandards [35].

Interoperability of healthcare ISs supported by a strong and flexible health ICT ecosystem provides the support for transparency and decision-making, reduce redundancy, simplifies payment reform, and facilitates the transformation of care into a new paradigm promoting the concept of ubiquitous health [21]. An interoperable health ICT (IH-ICT) ecosystem makes the right data available to the right people at the right time across services/products and organizations in a way that can be relied upon and meaningfully used by recipients [21].

Conforming to the fundamental assumptions mentioned earlier (e.g. Patient centricity), it is also important to focus on bringing Consumer Health Informatics into the IH-ICT ecosystem [21,36]. Integration frameworks [37], which precisely define functional requirements and implementation of core building blocks [38], support such inclusion.

Our previous work on defining an EA framework for IH-ICT in Slovenia is elaborated in detail in [39]. Work presented in [40,41] includes an openEHR based project, and also a document that describes a conceptual plan for the national eHealth in Slovenia based on Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) [42]. This work has been the foundation for the core technical standards, functions and certification to support adoption and optimization of health ICT products and services on the national eHealth implementation level in Slovenia. As pointed out in [21], coordinated work on all the building blocks of IH-ICT is a continuous process, whereas the EA framework connects all the components and activities mentioned earlier.

2. Objectives

In this article, we present the results regarding IH-ICT elements in Slovenia, as the EHR (Electronic Health Record) introduces the components like the used standards and methodologies, and also provides solid evidence regarding our experience and statistics about the national usage. This includes the lessons learned, recognition and identification of the major obstacles, and elaboration of the strategy used to tackle the emerging challenges. This contains information for all the building blocks introduced earlier – we provide new evidence on technical, semantic, organizational, and legal aspects of interoperability regarding success factors, which were identified and presented in this article.

The main objectives of the paper comprise the characterization and investigation of the potential approaches in terms of interoperability. We focus on openEHR[43], Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED)[44], IHE and Continua Health Alliance (Continua) [45]. We evaluate possibilities for their incorporation into the eHealth environment, and identification of the main success factors in the field, which are necessary for achieving required interoperability, and consequently, for the successful implementation of eHealth projects in general. The paper will try to answer these inquiries that are complementing each other:

1. Scrutiny of the potential approaches, which could alleviate the pertinent interoperability issues in the Slovenian eHealth context.
2. Analyzing the possibilities (requirements) for their inclusion in the construction process for individual eHealth solutions.
3. Identification and charting the main success factors in the interoperability field that critically influence development and implementation of eHealth projects in an efficient manner.
3. Methods

The methodological framework was grounded on information retrieval focusing on research and charting of existing experience in the field, and various electronic and written sources covering interoperability concept and related implementation issues.

We performed the in-depth analysis concerning interoperability problems in the context of the Slovenian eHealth in the second half of 2016. The methodological framework consists of three stages, whereas in each stage we focus on a specific research objective. The first stage involved the investigation of interoperability concept regarding theoretical foundations and a study of the recent and relevant state of the art. Extensive investigation of online resources including strategies, reports, action plans and other forms containing interoperability-related contents were carried out. In the second, experientially oriented stage, our attention was focused on the scrutiny of the experience of previous years, the current situation, and the requirements that arise in related fields, trying to identify the opportunities and the conditions that would enable usage of these approaches in the context of the Slovenian eHealth. As HIE presents the major component of the national eHealth, we considered all four main HIE categories as identified in [38]. Namely, the EHR-EHR data exchange within the same institution (EHR-EHR-SI), EHR-EHR cross-institutional exchange (EHR-EHR-CI), the EHR-PHR exchange (where PHR denotes Personal Health Records), and the EHR-Clinical Report Form (CRF) exchange (EHR-CRF).

The last stage, deriving from obtained investigation results of the previous two steps, is striving to integrate conceptual and practical aspects and enable identification and charting of the main success factors in the interoperability field, which are critical for the effective development and implementation of eHealth projects.

The in-depth qualitative analysis was conducted combining different techniques [46]. Research methods selection was adjusted to the research field [46,47], given the idiosyncrasy of the interoperability concept and the extent of eHealth initiatives.

4. Results

The research results of the first stage of our methodological framework are in line with the main HIE categories identified earlier. They include short introductions to coexisting approaches to interoperability, as it will be illustrated by the experience in Slovenia. The approaches combined in national eHealth project in Slovenia, which is not all truly implemented yet, are the openEHR, SNOMED, IHE and Continua. Table I shows main evaluation points for each approach, while additional introductory notes and descriptions of each approach are provided in the following section.

4.1 Potential interoperability approaches

IHE represents a set of profiles, which define most common use cases that occur in the healthcare environment. Such use cases span from the core ICT profiles that define e.g. security, logging, and synchronized time, all the way to the content profiles, which focus on data sets. The IHE certifies solution providers for the available profiles. The main focus is thus on technical interoperability and only partly on semantic interoperability. Regarding the presented categories of HIE, it can be said that all the basic IHE certified solutions focus on enabling the transfer of data in organizations and between organizations or domains, and in a very limited set of profiles also the exchange between EHRs and PHRs. IHE defines profiles that consist of agents and transactions between them, which are implemented using existing standards like HL7.

Lack of proper structuring of the content that is being exchanged accounts as one of the major obstacles of IHE. In relevant literature, clinical modeling is discussed by different approaches [48,49]. Main strengths of openEHR approach are mainly being open and free, while it can also be used as an applicable interface for existing models [50]. It enables opening of the clinical data models that are typically locked in siloed ICT systems. Such unlocking is the basis for achieving semantic interoperability by following the shared knowledge paradigm. openEHR tooling supports the modeling of core artifacts that are publicly available. As this enables ICT systems to share the definition
of clinical concepts, a higher level of semantic interoperability can be expected. Lately, HL7 Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) [51] has gained traction. It is based on the concept of resources, which are a library of models (openEHR models could as well become part of this library). Similarly, openEHR has archetypes and templates. Application of new resource in HL7 FHIR requires new software, whereas in openEHR no new software is needed since a common reference model has to be implemented only once and then new archetypes and templates can be formed or manipulated as they are created. HL7 FHIR uses XML schemas, which require changes in the software, dependent upon their change. In addition to the mentioned usage of openEHR archetypes and templates as resources to HL7 FHIR, there is also a simple way of adding HL7 FHIR on top of openEHR by means of developing new application interfaces with HL7 FHIR, which then execute queries against openEHR data. We started using IHE and openEHR in 2010 when HL7 FHIR was not an option but rather the HL7 v3.

OpenEHR is focused mainly on the modeling of clinical data. These models reference clinical concepts and codes from standardized terminologies. The most comprehensive terminology available is the SNOMED. It consists of some 300,000 terms with millions of interconnections. In our case, openEHR and SNOMED are used together. Obviously, there are many more international terminologies being used, and also national and organization specific terminologies, which, by existing, additionally complicate the goal of achieving IH-ICT. We consider SNOMED as the central terminology to which we can map other existing terminologies because it is an ontology, which enables complex relationships between the terms. Also, in one of the notable projects, The European Commission [52], strongly recommended the use of SNOMED.

In theory, openEHR and SNOMED can be used to model clinical data that reference clinical concepts. From these, use case oriented datasets are defined (e.g. Discharge Letter). We can transform such datasets to standardized formats, which are used in the exchange over IHE. Using openEHR and SNOMED to semantically define clinical data, which can be used for exchange over IHE, is the basis for EHR-EHR exchange. Also, the EHR-CRF exchange works in a similar way.

To include the aspect of bringing data from consumer devices, we also evaluate the Continua. Continua is similar to IHE since it also defines profiles. Implementation of profiles uses different existing standards focused on end user devices (e.g. sensors, and measurement devices). The combination of IHE and Continua has previously been explored for the purpose of EHR-PHR exchange of data and was found suitable, despite identified gaps and limitations [53]. In Slovenia and lately also at the European level, Continua and IHE were chosen as the main approaches towards interoperability. In our case, we consider Continua at the national level for the national implementation of telecare. In this way, patients will take measurements at home; the data will be transferred to the national EHR using Continua and IHE. In the EHR, also the openEHR repository will be filled with structured data coming from devices.

In theory, one can expect to support all the categories of HIE by combining these four approaches and also achieving IH-ICT. In terms of interoperability viewpoints, IHE and Continua enable technical interoperability and to a small extent also the semantic interoperability. Adding openEHR and SNOMED to the overall stack is a major step towards semantic interoperability. Authors of [40] have also touched the topic of adding the adaptive clinical process layer and achieving the standardization of processes, which is an evident next step in the future work section.

4.2 Utilization of interoperability approaches in Slovenia – possibilities, and requirements

In 2012 Slovenia established the national IHE Technical Infrastructure (IHE TI), which consists of the main IHE profiles. Namely XDS (Cross Enterprise Document Sharing), XUA (Cross-Enterprise User Assertion), XDR (Cross-enterprise Document Reliable Interchange), PDQ (Patient Demographics Query), PIX (Patient Identifier Cross-Referencing), and ATNA (Audit Trail and Node Authentication). In spite having also several IHE content profiles supported in the solution, the first goal was to support only the exchange of unstructured Discharge letters. The solution enabled the sharing of documents, which could be processed only by humans. In 2015, Slovenia upgraded the IHE TI with the goal of supporting semantic interoperability. The methodology used was openEHR.
Approaches like HL7 v3 have also been trialed out, but it has been empirically confirmed that they require too many resources, not to mention the ambiguity and other issues concerning the underlying HL7 Reference Information Model [54, 55]. The IHE TI upgrade included an additional IHE certified solution that manipulated openEHR data directly.

Following this openEHR approach, we started a project of establishing the National Patient Summary (PS). We adopted the core dataset from the epSOS [56] project, which is also a recommendation from the European eHealth Network. The PS dataset was reviewed by a group of doctors in Slovenia during the epSOS project. This review represents the much needed professional consensus on the dataset and as such represented the basis for the national PS implementation.

The specification documents within the public call for tender for the implementation of National PS dataset in 2015 required that datasets have to be modeled using openEHR archetypes and templates. Archetypes are focused on modeling clinical recording scenarios by using clinical concepts together with a constrained information model, namely the openEHR Reference Model [57]. Constraints are introduced by using the Archetype Definition Language (ADL) to meet the requirements of a specific clinical record – a template [58]. The platform can automatically produce XML (Extensible Markup Language) Schema and technical specifications that are traditionally used by software developers. It also provides a REST (Representational state transfer)-based interface for more light web-oriented use cases. For the purpose of modeling archetypes and templates, we used the tools Archetype Editor and Template Designer (http://www.openehr.org/downloads/modelling
tools).

Overall, eight software providers offer Electronic Medical Record Systems (EMR) in Slovenia. We have contracted all of them to connect their systems to the national PS. Since such integration has previously been implemented (for the purpose of discharge letters), the main requirement was to support the transfer of new data. These schemas are based on openEHR, and existing terminologies – both local and international. Terminologies used were the Slovene version of ICD10, SNOMED-CT, and LOINC among others. This project also represents the first national implementation of SNOMED CT subset in Slovenia.

Figure 1 shows an activity diagram for a simple use case in which a patient uses a device at home to perform a measurement. In addition to the activity steps and actors, we depict different interoperability approaches and artifacts as they are used in order to show how all the interoperability approaches are connected. We can see that Continua profiles cover the transfer of data from devices to a cloud service, which will then produce a Diagnostic Results Document (Results Doc) as an XML/JSON structured document and send it over IHE profiles to the national eHealth (e.g. Electronic Health Record). Here, the Results Doc is validated against the openEHR template, which consists of one or more openEHR archetypes. Different data elements will have to contain codes from various terminologies like LOINC, ICD10, and SNOMED. The national eHealth then sends a notification to the patient’s personal doctor that a new measurement is available. He will then use his Electronic Medical Record (EMR) to retrieve the Results Doc in XML/JSON format. This is possible since all the EMR systems are integrated with the eHealth IHE infrastructure.

It is important to stress that we are still working on the introduction of Continua to support the EHR-PHR exchange. Also, we will extend our work towards concepts like ubiquitous health and smart cities with ongoing projects [59].

Identified obstacles

During this implementation, the major obstacles identified at the level of healthcare providers (HCP) include:

• obtaining a common data set for the PS where government bodies needed to act (time consumption and lack of engagement were identified as the main issues concerning this matter),

• obtaining consensus from doctors on the dataset, which is often very time-consuming and medical professionals very often require extra funding for such projects,

• the creation and usage of the PS influences existing business processes in the healthcare system, meaning it is necessary to get the support from the management at HCPs and MoH,

• the implementation had to use terminologies that were already in use – SNOMED-CT was in turn used on a much smaller scale to what was planned; also, the inclusion of existing terminology custodians in the process of common dataset preparation was a prerequisite,
• software providers had different data models in their systems, and they were not willing to change their solutions for the purpose of PS – obviously, also the user interface changes were connected to the changes of data models,

• another national implementation of a vaccination registry was conducted in parallel to the PS project. The PS contained the actual vaccination section as a subset; therefore any change in the vaccination dataset was manifested as a change in the PS project; this co-dependency between two national projects was another source of complexity with the PS implementation,

• Integration with the hospitals and other HCPs was a part of the public call for tender in which we acquired and established the IHE-TI. Each of the software companies had implemented application interfaces to IHE-TI. Now, when a new set of data is defined, they only work on implementing new XML schema (generated from openEHR templates) for sending the data,

• in spite of having the technical integration established, hospitals and other providers did not just start sending documents. Slovenia in 2015 changed the Healthcare Databases Act that was expanded with eHealth (defined as the national healthcare information system) and all eHealth solutions have become national databases. Especially the Central registry of patient data (CRPD / EHR), became obligatory for the HCPs,

• Despite the Healthcare Databases Act from 2015 defined the usage of national EHR as obligatory, we still do not have all the HCPs sending and receiving documents. This is still an ongoing process.

Requirements for inclusion of the interoperability approaches

For the national PS like projects to succeed, they must meet several requirements. These include at least:

• a strong core healthcare informatics team that oversees all of the activities and is competent to participate and also takes custody of the subject matter including healthcare specific standards and methodologies is a prerequisite; this also includes a strong emphasis on clinical modeling and terminology management on a national level,

• a project specific or national board of healthcare professionals that take part in the consensus development, which can also include participation in clinical modeling and terminology governance,

• the support of the management of all the main stakeholders – HCPs management, MoH, health insurance fund,

• continuous presence in the media with the purpose of informing and education different user groups,

• strong technical standards based (IHE, Continua) infrastructure in place enables the standardized exchange of data between the various nodes in the healthcare system,

• quality contracts with private companies that are strategically important for the national eHealth,

• open public calls for tendering for the development of new solutions,

• certification of the solutions is highly needed and

• the internal organization needs to support such dynamic cooperation with different entities, so moving the organization to the more agile way of work is strongly suggested.

Following from these particular experience from the past years, we additionally reviewed existing literature to obtain more generalized success factors that influence the effectiveness of the eHealth implementation.

4.3 Identification of the main success factors in the interoperability field

In examining the possibilities and requirements for the inclusion of depicted approaches into the Slovenian eHealth context, we have identified several success factors with enough influence potential for the effective execution of interoperability principles and implementation of eHealth projects in general (▶Tab. 2).
Success factors meaning appropriate and balanced dynamics between healthcare ecosystem conditions and elemental eHealth requirements were identified by primarily focusing on critical aspects of the development and implementation of eHealth projects.

Accordingly, and in compliance with existing frameworks; the political, regulatory, institutional, and technological areas where identified as having the most influence on eHealth. Depending on the recent experience in the eHealth development and implementation process, we mapped a list of success factors for each area. The effectiveness of the application of these factors is strongly connected with the general development level of eHealth projects and presents a highly likely mechanism for identifying successful countries in the digitalization of healthcare systems. In Table II, all the factors grouped into the four identified areas are presented. Evidence suggests that some of the identified success factors hold more influence regarding not only raising the overall success rate of eHealth projects but also alleviate the shortcomings of other success factors. It is clear that only versed operationalization and coordination of the success factors can support effective development and implementation of eHealth projects.

The chosen interoperability approaches have positively influenced the implementation of new national documents both for the government and for the ICT solutions providers in Slovenia. The development cycles have become shorter and agiler. This is clearly depicted in Figure 2 that shows the number of documents available in the national eHealth in 2016. The number of records is the direct result of using the IHE, openEHR and SNOMED approaches to interoperability. In Figure 3 we see the number of distinct patients that have at least one document available in different eHealth solutions (eReferral, ePrescription, and the CRPD). Also, in Figure 4 we see how well a particular solution reaches the overall population (2 M). For the eReferral, we can see that it reaches 18% of the population while ePrescription and CRPD reach 79% and 48% of the population respectfully. In overall, more than 84% of the population has at least one document available in the national eHealth.

5. Discussion

Combining and applying different approaches to alleviate the interoperability issues is a very challenging undertaking. Lack of first-hand empirical studies that would systematically map and analyze different interoperability approaches and their prospective incorporation into the planning, development, and implementation of national eHealth projects intensifies the challenge even more. Furthermore, we can observe the limited focus of the majority of the relevant research efforts in the field that highlight only a small number of views on interoperability and their influence on the operation of specific ICT solutions or provision of distinct healthcare specific ICT services. This situation considerably impedes research on interoperability in healthcare ICTs. Also, it additionally complicates the formulation of a coherent platform, that would provide practical support in further efforts towards the innovative application of existing interoperability approaches (such as openEHR, SNOMED, IHE, and Continua) in the planning, development, and implementation of national eHealth projects.

Albeit precise outlining and characterisation of the applicability as well as final long-term effects of the interoperability approaches mentioned above are difficult, we can rather describe a few outcomes from an early stage. Based on the eHealth project structure and the solutions available thus far, the adequate use of proposed interoperability approaches is likely to have a positive effect on all main elements of the eHealth development and implementation. The effective application of interoperability approaches should consider the multitude of influences from the healthcare ecosystem that may adversely affect their integration into the healthcare IS. This situation calls for a new definition of the behavior of the principal agents in the healthcare system, and the new arrangement of the infrastructural, organizational, and technological elements that support the interoperability requirements.

Strategic sources of Slovenia [3,60] focus on improved coordination of actors in the healthcare system, patient centeredness, quality of health services, financial sustainability and transparency, and standardization, simplification, and optimization of the healthcare processes. These attributes...
present the verification framework regarding the importance of interoperability principles, which should represent the foundation of the future health IS.

However, the whole transformation towards the interoperability has to be adequately arranged taking into consideration all the complexities. The successful introduction of interoperability principles clearly requires government incentive, engagement of all stakeholders, and their agreement on the various and often antagonistic issues within the healthcare system.

Despite sensitivity to subjectiveness and different interpretations, our in-depth analysis provides a valuable view of the interoperability concerns and their profound effects on the general success of eHealth projects development and implementation. The main limitations of the study probably concern the interoperability approaches that we chose arbitrarily, as well as the fact that we defined their applicability on the basis of internal examination and sources investigation without experimental testing and validation of each interoperability approach in practice. Accordingly, the questions of interoperability approaches’ quality and suitability can be questioned, and the results of the conducted in-depth analysis may, therefore, be open to different interpretations. These concerns should be further addressed in future research and successive experiments following the main idea of defining a theory-based framework for the analysis of interoperability issues in the national and international context. Despite some potential methodological shortcomings and restricted resources, our in-depth analysis exposes critical dynamics of interoperability and its wide-ranging effects on the general success of eHealth projects. The identified success factors may be used as a practical starting point for the planning of project coordination, advance activities, required material and non-material resources as well as the amount of necessary managerial effort.

6. Conclusions

Pervasive penetration of ICT solutions into the healthcare processes in the last decades has made existing IS development practices being questioned. The presented research does not focus on providing a magic stick solution for the interoperability concerns related to planning, development, and implementation of eHealth projects, but attempts to establish a ground for addressing interoperability concerns, and identification of the most important success factors for their alleviation. The obtained results could help identify the required actions and indicate the appropriate measures for the inclusion of the adequate interoperability approach into the whole eHealth project development and implementation cycle. Provided insights and identified success factors could become part of the strategic starting points for continuous integration of interoperability principles into the healthcare domain and more efficient ICTs inclusion, especially in the countries which are still in an early phase of eHealth planning and development. Also, issues discussed could support the much-needed change in the ISs development area and promote further steps towards the general interoperability in the national and international healthcare environment.

The presented research provides the comprehensive analysis of existing configurations and may serve as the grounds for further steps in this area. Despite system considerations and related difficulties, the introduction of interoperability approaches in the Slovenian eHealth project, and most likely elsewhere, represents a development opportunity. To secure improved utilization of healthcare resources and provide real public health benefits, it is of utmost importance to focus on coordination of eHealth with other ecosystem factors and pending structural reforms of the Slovenian healthcare system.

Questions

Q1: What is the optimal approach to national eHealth implementation?
1. An optimal approach to national eHealth implementation is based on identification and implementation of success factors on a national level.
2. The approach based on a technological interoperability framework is needed since technology is the main critical element of national eHealth implementation.
3. Focusing on appropriate implementation of ICT solutions and adequate funding is the best approach.
4. Since health professionals and citizens are the main users of eHealth solutions, it is best to focus on the promotion of eHealth and education of these two major end user groups.

Explanation of the correct answer to Question 1: answers 2, 3 and 4 represent only a partial set of factors that influence national eHealth implementation. It is of most importance to base the national eHealth implementation on the broad range of previously identified success factors. Therefore, the answer 1 is the correct reply to the first question.

Q2: What is openEHR in the context of interoperability?
1. OpenEHR supports the message based approach to interoperability where the focus is on specifying exactly defined data sets for specific use cases, where the main focus is on the data flow between systems without knowing anything about the internal workings of the affected systems.
2. OpenEHR is an ontology that consists of clinical concepts. Data elements in different messages are mapped to these concepts.
3. OpenEHR is based on the idea of resources. These are a library of different models that can be used to define different data structures for the exchange between systems.
4. OpenEHR supports the single source based approach to interoperability. This includes global models that are freely accessible.

Explanation of the correct answer to Question 2:
- Answer 1 does not describe openEHR, but would better fit the message based approaches like HL7 v2 and v3 where the focus is on defining the data flow between systems without knowing anything about the internal workings of the systems. Answer 1 is not the correct option.
- Answer 2 does not describe openEHR. Such description would fit a terminology like SNOMED better. Terminologies are definitions of clinical concepts which are used for giving meaning to data elements. Answer 2 is not the correct answer.
- Answer 3 is a description of the latest HL7 FHIR approach to interoperability. OpenEHR models could become new resources – elements of the library of models available for different purposes. This answer is not the correct answer.
- Answer 4 is the right answer since openEHR is an example of a single source based approach to interoperability where models are taken outside of existing systems and represent common artifacts that define the meaning of clinical data. As such, they can be used as the basis for transformation to any other of existing messaging formats.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interoperability approach</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IHE</td>
<td>IHE represents a set of profiles that define most common use cases that occur in the healthcare environment.</td>
<td>• Standardized use-cases in the healthcare environment that consist of agents and transactions between them. • A global approach to interoperability. • Has become common off the shelf product. • Supports adding new solutions. • Promoted to the EU level.</td>
<td>• Not all IHE profiles are in use. • A long learning curve for existing solution providers. • We needed a special interface between IHE infrastructure and existing solutions in the hospitals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continua</td>
<td>Similar to IHE but focused on smaller devices that enable remote measurements and conveying of data to e.g. EHR.</td>
<td>• Enables standardization of use-cases focused on different devices used in healthcare. • Connection with IHE supported. • A global approach to devices interoperability. • Promoted to the EU level.</td>
<td>• Devices tend to be more expensive. • A long learning curve. • Support for non-Continua compliant devices are still needed due to their higher market share.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNOMED</td>
<td>The largest terminology available. It enables modeling clinical concepts that are used to define semantics.</td>
<td>• As an ontology, it enables great concept definitions regarding connections between concepts and supporting attributes. • Subsetting can be used to use parts of SNOMED for specific projects – thus supporting gradual national implementation. • Existing mappings of other terminologies to SNOMED – e.g. LOINC to SNOMED. • Great support for member countries from the International Health Terminology Standards Development Organization (IHTSDO).</td>
<td>• More than 300,000 concepts represent a complex and expensive translation projects. • Terminology management solution is needed for more effective management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenEHR</td>
<td>An approach to modeling data that is created and used in the healthcare processes. Also, specifies an architecture for an EHR.</td>
<td>• Supports concepts like open data and open standards. • Data definitions are publicly available and used nationally. • Interfaces to existing terminologies are supported. • Empowers healthcare professionals, who can create new e.g. registries (without specific software development process) • Enables semantic querying. • The international community around the OpenEHR foundation supports the clinical modeling. The results are shared internationally.</td>
<td>• Healthcare professionals are not motivated to engage in clinical modeling for various reasons. • Establishing a national editorial board is both expensive and hard to achieve.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2  Main success factors for effective development and implementation of eHealth projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political factors</th>
<th>Regulatory factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Political commitment to reform</td>
<td>• Promoting an enabling legal environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Inclusion of stakeholders and effective collaboration</td>
<td>• Adaptation of existing legislation and sectoral laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Realistic agenda and adequate budget</td>
<td>• Adoption and implementation of the necessary regulations and code of practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strong project management team</td>
<td>• Harmonization of national regulation with international conventions and agreements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Monitoring and control of project implementation and timely measures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evaluation frameworks and practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Promotional campaign, media presentations, and mobilization of public support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regional cooperation and international integration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Projections and vision for the future</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional factors</td>
<td>Technological factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Restructuring of the healthcare system</td>
<td>• Interoperability framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reorganization of the clinical departments</td>
<td>• Technological infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Business process reengineering</td>
<td>• Enterprise architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Business process and service standardization</td>
<td>• Specialized ICT development team and adequate funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Intra- and interinstitutional agreements, cooperation, and joint public</td>
<td>• Transfer of good practice, international experience, consultancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>procurement</td>
<td>• Effective implementation of appropriate ICT solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Promoting the use of ICT, education, and training</td>
<td>• Collaboration and testing of ICT solutions with stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pilot projects</td>
<td>• Technical adjustments and optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Contingency plan</td>
<td>• Maintenance, continuity, and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• New business model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Partner relationship and user helpdesk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Responsiveness to user comments and feedback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Prompt resolution of problems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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